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HEP Facilities and Challenges in the 2020’s
Ambitious HEP physics programs in
Europe and the US
• Largest ever neutrino experiment to
start in 2025 (DUNE)
• HL-LHC physics run to start in 2026
(ATLAS, CMS, ALICE, LHCb)

Complex detectors, large data sets
to collect, process, reconstruct,
analyze, simulate
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HEP Software and Computing
●

HEP has a vast investment in software
•
•

Estimated to be around 50M lines of C++
It would cost $500M to develop commercially

●

This software is a critical part of our physics
production pipeline
● LHC experiments use about 1M CPU cores per
hour per day: about 1 TB of data with 100 PB of
data transfers per year (10-100 Gb links)
•
●

We are in the Exabyte era already

Significant challenges ahead of us to support our
ongoing physics program
•

Factor of 10-100 more computing resources
expected in the HL-LHC era
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S&C Needs of Future Experiments

●

ATLAS would be spending ~20 times more CPU in 2027 (HL-LHC) than in 2018
(end or Run 2)
•

5 times if adjusted by purchase power

HEP computing budgets will stay flat – we have a problem!
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Evolution of computing technology

K Rupp

• Moore’s law holds (sort of)
– Doubling time is lengthening (> 2 years)

• Dennard scaling (dissipated power/volume
independence with the # transistors)
– Breaks down at ~3 GHz clock speeds (Power
Wall driven by heat and cost)

• Processor and memory performance gap
– CPU grows in speed and memory in size
– Memory access times are now ~100s of
clock cycles

We can not count on the performance of a
CPU chip to double every 18 months
(Good assumption until ~2005)
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Evolution of computing technology
Significant changes in computing architectures
– Several levels of memory: smaller/expensive with faster
access, larger/cheaper with slower access
– Co-processors (also called accelerators), added to
CPUs in a chip to perform certain operations faster

c. 2000
c. 2019
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The brave new world
Solution for the shortage in HEP computing resources will have to leverage growth in:
– Core count (multi-core machines)
• Concurrency and parallelism
• Multithreading, vectorization – SIMD
• Amdhal Law limit on speedup is 1/(1-p)
with p parallelizable fraction of code

– Co-processors also called accelerators
• GPU: matrix operations, FPGA: configurable
through software, ASIC: application specific

– Artificial intelligence techniques
• Based on software algorithms: training, inference
• TPU: ASIC for AI

NVIDIA’s
GPU
November 20th, 2019
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Drivers of technology evolution
Research driven by the need to develop:
– Low power devices (mobile technology)
– Energy efficient machines (e.g. not all transistors powered at once)
– Hardware specialized for Artificial Intelligence

Future computing facilities for HEP
– Current model of dedicated facilities/farms discouraged by funding agencies
– Big push to use general purpose High Performance Computing (HPC) facilities, especially
in the US, with the constrain of using them efficiently

HEP will have to learn how to use these emerging computing technologies
– May be the only machines available in the market in a few years

Enormous challenge for HEP community: rapidly changing heterogeneous technology
(co-processors), memory, storage, I/O, networks – need to adapt or re-write code
November 20th, 2019
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From the concurrency forum to the HEP Software Foundation
• “Workshop on Concurrency in the many-Cores Era”, FNAL, November 2011
Understand the requirements and constraints of current and future experiments … exploit
future many-core processor architectures. Assess the interest for a joint development ...
degree of overlap between … plans of the experiments at Fermilab and CERN ... identify a list
of potential technologies … effective use of upcoming hardware … ensure that all the relevant
solutions are being explored … identify commonalities and synergies … collaboration. Decide
on communication model. – The Concurrency Forum was born

• “Annual Concurrency Forum Meeting”, FNAL, February 2013
The Concurrency Forum is an outcome of the "Workshop on Concurrency in the many-Cores
Era" held at Fermilab in November 2011 to explore the possibility that interested High Energy
Physics (HEP) institutions and projects collaborate on concurrent frameworks and applications
R&D. The function of the Forum is to communicate and exchange information and results.

•

“Annual Concurrency Forum Meeting” , CERN, April 2014
Goals were the same as before. –The HEP Software Foundation (HSF) was born
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The HEP Software Foundation (HSF)
• The LHC experiments, neutrino and muon experiments face similar challenges
– HEP software must evolve to meet these challenges
– R&D to identify novel approaches to overcome the limitations in today’s code
– Exploit all the expertise available, inside and outside our community

• Resources are limited, cannot afford duplicated efforts
– Each experiment has its own solution for almost everything: framework, external tools,
simulation, reconstruction algorithms, analysis tools

• The goal of HSF is to facilitate coordination and common efforts in software and
computing across HEP in general
– No formal organization with representation from funding agencies, research institutions or
experiments
– A “coordination team” composed of volunteers contributing their time

The HSF is a “community process” to develop common S&C solutions for HEP
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Community White Paper
• The US National Science Foundation (NSF) requested a
“roadmap” document
– Pre-requisite to create what would become the “Institute for
Research and Innovation in Software for HEP” (IRIS-HEP) to
fund US universities

• The HSF extended this exercise to include the whole
HEP community
– White paper entitled “A Roadmap for HEP Software and
Computing R&D for the 2020s”

• Year-long process, many working groups, two major
workshops
• Massive community engagement: 310 authors from 124 institutes, 14 chapters
• Published in Computing and Software for Big Science,
https://doi.org/10.1007/s41781-018-0018-8 (and on arXiv)
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HSF working groups
• The Roadmap established what challenges the community faces
– Though it did not spell out how to face them in detail
• HSF had working groups (WG) from its earliest days
– Open groups of people in the community, motivated enough to organize around a
common topic, usually at their own initiative

• This was a good model for moving forward on key topics after the white paper process
– WGs for simulation, reconstruction and analysis were established
– Formal this time around, with nominations and a search committee
• Successful, very active, WGs this year
• WGs serve as information conduit and meeting point
– Report on interesting and common work being done
– Forum for technical comments and discussion
– Encourage cooperation across experiments and regions
November 20th, 2019
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Legal matters, software practices, infrastructure
• Licensing
– Commonly neglected inside of collaborations
• Essential to open source our code and combine it with other open source project
– Favor liberal licenses common in industry collaboration: LGPL, Apache, MIT
• Software Tools
– There is an active group promoting best coding practices for correctness and software
performance

• Packaging
– Experiments do not build HEP software in isolation
• Need a software stack, incorporating many components from the HEP community and the open
source world

– Preference for tools that are not home grown and have a wider support base
• For example, Spack (package management tool - LBNL) and Conda (package
management - Anaconda)
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Physics generators [See talk by S. Mrenna]
• Event generators are first in the simulation chain
– Leading order (LO) generators were typically used during Run
–

1 at the LHC
CPU consumption was negligible compared to detector
simulation (Geant4)

ATLAS: 11% total CPU (2018)
Negligible in CMS

• Higher order generators are becoming more important in
subsequent Runs

– Need more precision at the cost of more CPU investment
• Generators community (computational phenomenologists)
is small

– Only a few groups around the world with limited funding
– Recognition for technical achievements is limited or missing
• HSF/LPCC Workshop last year spawned a new working

Many electroweak measurement errors
dominated by theory (red). B. Hinemann

group on physics generators
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Detector simulation [See talk by G. Corti, W. Pokorski]
• Major consumer of LHC grid resources today
– Now: Geant4 module takes 50% of CPU resources today
– HL-LHC (2027): total CPU needs will increase by a factor ~20
• Fraction for detector simulation will decrease and reconstruction
will take over due to pileup (multiple interactions)

• Strategy for the decade to come and beyond
– Physics preserving: speed up full G4-based simulation
• G4 code modernization and optimization Very challenging!
• Efficient use of accelerators in HPCs
– Trading precision for speed: fast simulation techniques
• Parameterizations (e.g. CMS fast sim framework)
• ML techniques (R&D to model calorimeter showers)
• HSF simulation group
– Offers a forum to share and discuss R&D work
November 20th, 2019
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Reconstruction and trigger software [See talk by S. Krutelyov]
• HL-LHC: High data rates in a high high luminosity
environment

– Demand faster and smarter trigger software algorithms
• Exploring use of accelerators and artificial intelligence

NOnA
neutrino
events

• Reconstruction to take over G4-simulation as the largest
consumer of CPU – combinatorics in busy environment

– Impact on both data and simulated event reconstruction
• Numerous on-going R&D projects (LHC, neutrinos)
– Patatrack (CMS): tracking optimization, hybrid computing
– Exa.TrkX: tracking using ML and heterogeneous computing
– Graph NN applied to high-granularity calorimeters (CMS)
– High velocity inference (AI) for triggers
Image CMS event in
– ML for neutrino reconstruction
a high luminosity
environment
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Analysis tools [See talk by G. Watts]
• Scaling of huge datasets to analysis level data samples is
a difficult challenge for all LHC experiments
• Data reduction trains are the accepted solution

– Most reduction done on official production datasets and group
–

ntuples (then skimming & slimming, analysis ntuples)
CMS: ~1kB/event nano-AOD makes a big difference in storage
and analysis speed and covers > 50% of the analyses

• Evolution towards common data management, use of
containers, accelerator usage and opportunistic resources
• An interesting development: The Coffea Project (CMS)

– Allows to add/remove branches from data representation (no
–
–

need to ntuple)
Extract branches efficiently from nested ROOT files (no need to
skim & slim)
Much faster processing and better interactivity
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Training and careers [See talk by S. Malik]
• Software developers and users need
many new skills today
• Several institutes took the initiative

– IRIS-HEP sponsored Software Carpentries
tutorials at
• CERN next week
• FNAL last April

• New areas of challenge
– Concurrency, accelerators, data science
– Need to foster new C++ expertise (unlikely to be replaced soon as our core language, but needs
to be modernized)

• Careers area for HEP software experts is an area of great concern
– Need a functioning career path that retains skills and rewards passing them on
– Recognition that software is a key part of HEP now and a large part of the “detector cost”
November 20th, 2019
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In summary
• Our experiments are highly data intensive and require high quality software
and computing
• The landscape for software is becoming ever more challenging
– Mostly due to the break down of Dennard Scaling
• Concurrency and parallelism (limited by Amdhal’s Law), heterogeneous computing
• Working together on common problems is not only a good idea for best use
of our resources, but it is now a mandate from our funding agencies
– Also pressure to use common computing resources to all sciences (HPC facilities)
• HSF is now established to help HEP achieve that goal
– Roadmap and active working groups in key areas
• From the start, collaborating with other communities (e.g. computer science)
and other areas within the physical sciences has been an ambition
November 20th, 2019
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Getting involved with HSF
• Join the HSF Forum, hsf-forum@gmail.com
– Few messages a week with updates, jobs, items of interest
– Owned by the community – please just post items of relevance
• Join a working group, https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/what_are_WGs.html
– Follow the group’s meetings and discussions
– Suggest a meeting topic
• Indico Main Page
• Annual meetings
– Next year it will be in Lund, May 11-15, 2020
• Propose a new activity area
– The HSF is there to help gather interest
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